“EVERY ACCOMPLISHMENT STARTS WITH THE DECISION TO TRY.”

Mayur Public School, IP extension has been honoured with the coveted “Global
Sustainable School Award” conferred by GEARED; Global Educators Associations for
Educational Research and Development in recognition of its sincere endeavours towards
sustainable environment, with its emphasis upon two main goals i.e. “Affordable and
Clean Energy” with the serious agenda through a Project on “ Low power Consumption”,
by changing tube lights, CFLs with LEDs .The students strived to sensitize masses to
conserve and save energy through campaigns, rallies, street plays, and digital awareness.
The students along with their mentor initiated the change of the CFLs to LEDs in various
areas of the school premises and neighbouring residential complex. The culminate move
by the school was to install 84 PV Solar Panels on the school roof to generate clean
energy.
The other significant goal was “Life on Land”, wherein students worked upon the project
“Conservation of Sanjay Lake Wetland”. A group of 800 students raised another buzzing
issue of conserving aquatic life. They organised mass cleanliness drives endeavouring
cleaning of ‘Sanjay Lake’ to save fish and vegetation of local water body from its absolute
extinction. Mayur team got awarded with gold medals in both of its projects, on 22nd
April 2017, the day which is also celebrated as World Earth Day. For these of its concerted

efforts and MPS has been duly recognised and got awarded in Gold Category; adding
another feather in its cap. GEARED recognizes that sustainable schools would be role
models for future schooling system.
Mayur Public School sincerely appreciates the involvement and wholehearted
indulgence of its faculty members and students for cherishing the concept of sustainable
development.
The school Principal Ms. Shakuntla Rawat congratulates the entire team members and
blesses them for their future endeavours in this direction.

